Edge Technologies Brings a New Look to
Integration/Visualization
January 24, 2018
For Immediate Release
(Reston, VA) Edge Technologies announces a new and improved brand identity, created
to better serve customers and the industry at large. From a redesign of the logo and
branding, to a complete overhaul of the website, as well as all new marketing assets,
the new brand identity provides enhanced insight into Edge products and services. The
new brand pays respect to the history of the company, simplifies the messaging, and
aligns perfectly with edgeSuite. The new look enhances the appeal to industries served
and represents Edge’s continued commitment to solving complex data integration/
visualization problems across the market.
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edgeSuite, where integration and visualization drive innovation.
View the new website at: www.Edge-Technologies.com

About Edge Technologies
Edge Technologies is a world-class software development company focused on
Information Integration and Data Visualization. Edge products and services enable quick,
pre-built data integrations and role-based visualizations that provide secure access to
information and enhanced situational awareness across a diverse set of information
environments. Edge’s leading-edge products and services empower the world’s most
sophisticated network, intelligence, operational, and logistics environments. Clients
include Fortune 500 companies, Managed Service Providers, Telcos, and Public Sector/
Government agencies, including the U.S. Department of Defense.

About edgeSuite
edgeSuite is a fully secure, visualization workflow solution that integrates mission critical
applications and data. edgeSuite is unique in the marketplace because it incorporates
the data within an environment and the methods used to manage business to create a
single tool for both back-end and front-end solutions. When a business or company deals
with multiple data sets and multiple data sources, it increases the problem of complex
navigation of different software solutions and the inability to access them simultaneously
in an efficient and effective way. edgeSuite merges data sources and data sets into a
secure, single pane of glass. Additionally, edgeSuite resolves web integration issues,
reducing the need for multiple portals and complex navigation needed to access
information and resolve issues.
For interviews or more information, contact us:
+1 888-771-EDGE / +1 703-691-7900
12110 Sunset Hills Road, Suite 600
Reston VA 20190
www.edge-technologies.com
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